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Virtual Classes
 Virtual classes are very useful.
 We are learning many things which are useful for our further studies.
 Communication classes are very useful. We are improving our
communication skills and our English.
 Biology classes are helpful to learn more about the environment.
 Through Chemistry classes, we are learning chemical changes that are
happening in the universe.
 Our general knowledge is improving because of virtual classes.
 We are gaining information by going beyond our regular syllabus.
 Our depth of understanding is more and we are able to solve problems
easily.
 We are able to appreciate the concepts in physics in our day to day
happenings and activities.
 We are able to remove our shyness and we are able to talk freely.
 We are participating in group discussions and developed our ability to
prepare reports.
 We are learning altogether new topics like Trigonometry going beyond
the syllabus.
 Raising doubts, group discussions, preparing reports etc. are helping
us to understand the subject thoroughly.
 These classes are very useful for our future and for our higher studies.
 We are able to share our views without any fear.
 We are able to develop rational approach and through this we are able
to solve even unfamiliar problems.
 We are sure that the communication classes are very useful for getting
better jobs easily in future.
 We are developing interest in the subjects.

 Virtual classes are removing many of our inhibitions and improving our
confidence.
 After attending virtual classes, I am getting confidence that I can talk to
anyone and also I can talk in front of others.
 As we are gaining more knowledge, we are getting better equipped to
perform well in exams and to get better jobs.
 Virtual classes are helping us to understand the same subject in
different ways.
 The speakers are teaching the topics in a friendly manner.
 We are now feeling that our subjects are not difficult to understand and
they are very easy. Not only that, we are now eager to learn more.
 We are also feeling that we will be able to explain our subjects to
others.
 We are enjoying our subjects through learning, talking, discussing,
writing and communicating and we are becoming more confident. We
are getting some inspiration to explore the subjects further.
 Sometimes we are exposed to know more about our responsibilities
and about the leadership qualities.
 Through virtual classes we are learning how to use power, money and
fame when we become leaders.
 We can express our feelings now effortlessly and precisely.
 We are now freely exchanging our knowledge.
 We are learning and understanding many unknown and unfamiliar
topics.
 We are surprised that we are able to interact very freely with foreign
speakers.
 Our listening skills are improved. Our vocabulary has increased.
 We are now confident about leading our future life.
 For students like us it is very difficult to get a chance to be taught by
great professors. We got this opportunity through virtual classes.

 Virtual classes are preparing us well for our further and advanced
studies.
 It is our good fortune that we are able to meet and interact with great
professors from different countries. We are eager to learn more and
gain more knowledge from these speakers.
 We are very confident to pursue our further studies.
 We, the Telugu medium students are strengthening our English
language through virtual classes like
o Speaking in English
o English sentence construction
o Communicating with others
o Improving our vocabulary
o English translation
o Writing without spelling mistakes
o Learning grammar
 We, the Telugu Medium students are very much interested to attend
the virtual classes. It gives us thrill when we form our own sentences
and talk on our own. We request for giving us the opportunity of
attending virtual classes next year also.
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